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For several months now Ritchie and Associates, a large 

American consulting firm, have been conducting a review 

of the non - academic departments at the University of 

British Columbia and the University of Victoria. The 

university administrators have made yirtua l ly no public 

statements regarding the purpose of these . reviews , 

the intended results , or the cost to th~ ta xpayer~ The 

employees who are the subjects of these r.ey±ews(; and 

this includes some faculty and management -staff :jare 
very 

left to face a XRX¥ disturbing situation with ~y little 

information to satisfy their concerns. 

This lack of information is itself a concern, and has 

led to a great d~al of speculation , and many disturbing 

rumours , which only serve to exacerbate an already tense 

labour relat~ons climate . General l y speaking , university 

employees are used to being well informed about · administrative : 

decisions. Over the past two or three years , for example , 

UBC Reports has consistently published budgetary information , 

and other documents that have been helpful in aiding the 
the administrations ~ 

university community to understand xkRix response to 
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in the way the M»ixex:si:k1ck universities ' budgets are being ~it 'd,lJff 

be the first to admit that efficiencies cou l d be achieved 

managed. But why, when the universities have abundant /, {21~,!!ji~ ~· 
-- _/-1:_ Ui'l-tri CJJvv~· b c£'a'Etu.,,iW:' 

resources of their own in the area oVbusiness administration,. ~~
1
i& 

l)l)L~,' 
was it necessary to hire,at great dost , an out of 

( 
l, . ' company to conduct what essentially amounts to a~ i e - motion 

study . ofckbRc:soxtxtk~:kCNB:SCMSRdX~NCXB~t~cie:s Do Ri tchie 

and Associates have some particular expertise in the area 

of ~MEii~x:sR~:k~xxm~NR~RmeN:k university management? From 

what we've seen and heard , it doesn't appear that they do . 

The methods that they employ could be applied to any factory. 

They measure the time it takes to per~orm the work, and 
' Ii\ J e,\>f .. ~so\ 

based on these measurements XR~~mmRN~ conclude that a 

smaller number of workers are required. For this the 

University is spending , by our estimate, a couple of million 

dollars. 

Where is the money coming from? The unions at UBC have 

been assured that the purpose of the review is not to 

reduce the workforce. 

purpose is merely to increase efficiency, and possibly 

for an expansion of services within the same budget, then 

how will the University even manage to recover the money 

that is being spent on the review? UBC is a public institution, 

and as such is extremely 

real savings that can be 

ax labour intensive -- the only 
le'\~~~ 

achieved Aare savings in the area 

of salaries. If the true intention of the review is to 
I 

cut expenditures by cutting staff, then we are certain that 

the implementation of Ri:kk~ Ritchie and Associates •: re~ommendation~ 
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willlead to a severe reduction in services, and hence to 

a reduction of the quality of education. The universities 

have reduced staff dramatically over the past two or three 

years (get figures), and the XMSX result has already been 

a reduction in services, and the exodus of ·employees who 

cannot work under the conditions imposed by these reductions. 

The only test-run of ax a Ritchie and Associates' recommendation 

to be completed at UBC -- in the campus mail service - was 

a complete disaster. The recommendation that was made 

for the Purchasing Dept. was rejected absolutely by the 

Director of that Dept. as inaccurate, and virtually 

impossible to implement there was no question in his 
a drastic 

mind that it would lead to axsexexe reduction in sexxi«es~ 

the level of service. 

One of the worst effects of xkisxxexiew these reviews, 

will be a worsening of the labour relations climate at 

the universities. The review is characterized by a 

complete lack of attention to the need to consult the 

workers on the nature of their work. People do not 

feel that the efficiency experts understand the work 

they are supposedly studying. They deal only with 

surfaces. Consequently the employees have H® little 

confidence that the review will lead to anythi~g ( ~~t /A · ,/4mlu,na~tJ~,@~-wri ~IJ/4-f~~J/-ljrJJuv~ a~ /}1i)iu,-{.;lt- 1/~r.;Urvj- v~-- · ( '{' 

a worsened work situation for them~ The presence of . 

men with X®~x stop waxk«Rs watches and clip boards who 

time their every move -- including brea~s, ,phone conversations, 
. ~~ttuqf-

trips to the washroom -- ~ 6~ increases fthe anxiety they 

already experience as a result of under-staffing, poor wages, f)! , "'J 
« t;; , &k-~"° h wu~ 
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and uncertain futures. ~ H¥X 00 x aXxXke Many of . us avCAfj:(~ 
kaxexo0txhadxaxwagec±o£ceaxexf0cxtkceexyeaxex are entering j~) 

r-- . 
our third year without a wage increase 7\ and the University 

has argued in front of the Compensation Stabilization 

Board that they don ' t have the ability to pay -- not a 

wage increase , but the increments and merit increases that 

are already agreed to in our current contracts. The 

amount of money that would be required to pay these 

increases is iRxxxxkaNxxke probably less than the amount 

being paid to Ritchie and Associates . So little wonder 

that the efficiency review is bei.ng ~et Wi "th hcYSnll-\ \ · 
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